Greetings to All Members

One of the most wholesome and beneficial holidays in the American custom is Thanksgiving. "Inagruatitude, thou marble-hearted fiend," commented Shakespeare.

The Pilgrims had the mental health, the basic good sense to be grateful, to pause and give thanks for their food, family, work, and shelter.

With only the briefest analysis, it is inconceivable that conditions that most of our present security and comforts derive from a vast, fractional brotherhood known as the American labor movement, would be cause it is human and tolerant, and great and lasting because it is rooted in the most fundamental concepts of human existence.

Once a year we pause to take stock and give thanks, and it is in this spirit that the officers of Local Union No. 3 take this opportunity to extend most sincere and fraternal Thanksgiving greetings to each and every member of the union and their families.

S.C. CONTRACTOR Jailed for Failing in REQUIRED HEALTH FUND PAYMENTS

A Southern California concrete company is spending 30 days in jail for failing to make required payments to the Carpenters Health and Welfare Trust Fund for Southern California, according to press reports.

The contractor, Fisher Brothers Concrete Co., was found in default by a federal judge for failing to make required payments to the trust fund, according to Press reports.

Roberson was sentenced under the California State Labor Code Section 770 which makes it a misdemeanor for a person to fail to make contributions to a benefit fund required under state law.

On appeal, Roberson was sentenced under the Labor Code Section 770 which makes it a misdemeanor for a person to fail to make contributions to a benefit fund required under state law.

According to testimony at the trial, Roberson signed a labor contract with the Carpenters Union, which requires the contractor to contribute to the fund on behalf of the employees.

Easily Malaria Rule On Blood Donations

After several years of experience and study this blood bank, revised its malaria-minus area policy. Many donors who previously were unacceptable may now give blood.

Malaria

Persons who have had malaria or have received therapeutic drugs or have had a clinical attack in the preceding two years may now give blood which can be used for whole blood transfusions.

Malaria Area

Persons who have been out of a malaria area for six months may now give blood.

More people may now donate blood. New Selema requirements for malaria area and area for six months may now give blood.

If you reside in an outlying area served by a group mobile unit, please call your local appointment.

Oakland: Rain or no work holding up good and should continue; 200 chances, 200.

San Francisco: More big contracts; $10 million; 300 chances, 300.

Speed Big Layoff of Late Summer Work to Beat the Storms

From Mexico Hat to Mendocino, and from Salt Lake to Salinas, the construction industry is going heavy gun on borrowed time, working night and day, precious hours, to get in those valuable links before the Old Man of North Pacific lays a heavy hand on these seasonal operations for the annual flood disaster.

First break conditions, advance of the construction season for the short summer of this year, and the fact that labor unrest was dispatched by King by across the western stop in October, stimulating purchases of man and machines into the double-dick, and the dust is really started these last few days of 40.

And the construction period in this magic region, has laid down several of the many spurs and other operations of Utah and Nevada, involving several of the larger associations, and across the western valleys and elsewhere is a mild saddle of green—springtime's dream—laying down the dark and dim.

In headquarters by the Golden Gate, the construction men from every branch office in the three states are working overtime, one of the busiest seasonal deadlines on record. Despite the construction slowdown caused by labor shortages, construction work is spread throughout the region in the fight against the enemy that is attacking our area—highways, industries, and public services.

The latest reports detail in the business advance reports of this November given:

Utah: First storms found most of the construction work winding up.

Nevada: Highways, mining, smelting operations finishing up.

Eldorado: That of Oregon still has arrived, breaking down into business as usual.

Redding: Men and work are scarce, but are coming, repaired by the big Trinity project.

Marysville: The quicker people hearing into the Sierra Nevada.

Malaria Areas

Persons who have been out of a malaria area for six months may now give blood.

More people may now donate blood. New Selema requirements for malaria area.

If you reside in an outlying area served by a group mobile unit, please call your local appointment.
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The City by the Golden Gate
LARGEST JOBS ARE IN SAN FRANCISCO

By PAF CLANCY & HARRY MEYER, Business Representatives [Illustration: Map of the San Francisco area. Most of the contracts involve the addition of new freeways to be connected to the existing system. The new work is expected to be a great deal of work on new defense bases running around the city.]

House Boom is Saging

By ROBERT D. BARNES

A "booming" in employers and industrialists is making the city join the rest of the country in a search for real estate. The new houses are being built for the defense forces and civilian workers on the defense industry, and are expected to be completed by the end of the year.

The San Francisco Police Department has taken steps to meet the increased housing needs, and a new housing project is being planned.

Survey Notes

A small group of employers and industrialists is making the city join the rest of the country in a search for real estate. The new houses are being built for the defense forces and civilian workers on the defense industry, and are expected to be completed by the end of the year.

The San Francisco Police Department has taken steps to meet the increased housing needs, and a new housing project is being planned.

Minerals of the Month

Oklahoma has the highest percentage of the nation's known copper reserves. The state's copper deposits are located in the northeastern part of the state, and are the largest in the country.

The minerals are used for a variety of industrial purposes, including the manufacture of copper and other metals.

Prospecting for Minerals

Oklahoma's mineral resources are abundant and varied. The state is rich in deposits of copper, lead, zinc, and silver.

Prospecting for minerals is a lucrative business, with a high return on investment. The state's mineral rights are owned by the state government, and are leased to mining companies for aroyal payment per ton of minerals extracted.

The state encourages mineral exploration through incentives, such as tax breaks and low-interest loans.

The Minerals Commission

The state's mineral resources are managed by the Oklahoma Mineral Commission. The commission conducts mineral surveys and approves mining plans.

The commission's role is to protect the state's minerals resources and ensure that mining is done in a safe and environmentally responsible manner.

The commission's role is to protect the state's minerals resources and ensure that mining is done in a safe and environmentally responsible manner.
INFLUX OF MAN AND SNOW TO REDDING AREA; JOBS HOLD ON

By E. A. HESTER & J. E. JENNINGS, Business Representatives

Winter has arrived in northern California with all of its usual chill, meaning snowfall in the northern areas and cold weather throughout the state. The construction industry is currently busy, with many workers needed to keep up with the demand.

AN - TO REDDING AREA; JOBS HOLD ON U.S. 101

The construction industry is currently busy, with many workers needed to keep up with the demand. The construction of new buildings and commercial centers is ongoing, creating numerous opportunities for employment.

BLOCK MAKER—This shows a view of the Isak. Ernst Keller operating the modern block-making machine at Steward Mastic Block Plant at Westside Avenue and Scenic Avenue, left, is observing the operation. (Photo by Redding Office of Local.)

The company also provides training and development opportunities for workers, with a focus on safety and quality.

CHEMICALS IN FOOD MAY CAUSE CANCER

A food additive known as acrylamide has been found in certain food products, and it is suspected that it may cause cancer. This additive is used in the production of certain foods, and it is suspected that it may cause cancer.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

The new construction project will include a new shopping center, a new office building, and a new hotel. The project is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

STALLED CAR

If your car is stalled on the highway due to mechanical issues, you should first check the fuel level and make sure the car is off. If the engine is not running, check the battery. If it is dead, try to jump-start it. If that doesn't work, call for a tow truck.

BELVIDERE, Convention awarded to Don G. Grives, Jr., 4-H Market Horse Show.
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BLOOD BANK

Again we would like to inform you that the Blood Bank is depleted. We have no blood on hand for transfusion in the hospital. We have been fortunate enough to get our request in the post office and are able to make a call for donors. If you would care to donate for the operating emergency, bring it down to the office at 7:30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday, 8 a.m. on Thursday and Friday. Donations are handled by the Blood Bank at 7:30 a.m. on Thursday and Friday.

Oakland, December 21

Shepherd, Wilson & Kvri, Inc., have progressed to the 85 per cent stage of completion of the drainage work of their two double deck four-lane structures on State Highway 198 between Pleasanton and Briones Road. Freights yard work is completed and 1 mile of two 24-inch pipes is now in place, making the traffic land along the right of way. The contractor has an estimated cost of $350,000.

The 41st Street of the under-ground utilities and facilities have been laid in the street. Ground is being temporarily lighted and traffic is now flowing on the street for most of the time. This covers the entire street structure is being constructed down Old Cypress Street.

This is constructed of the under-ground utilities and facilities have been laid in the street. Ground is being temporarily lighted and traffic is now flowing on the street for most of the time. This covers the entire street structure is being constructed down Old Cypress Street.

Leinz was awarded a contract for the Contra Costa County Downer, from the City of Antioch, to construct a new street in Antioch. There are seven operators working on the job. There are seven operators working on the job.
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The rainfall during the past few weeks has worked wonders in this area where many of the jobs have had to shut down completely until the ground dries again.

During the past few weeks, three new Quays have opened in this locality. Complete construction of the concrete highway project is due to be completed next month. The project is the largest job yet in this area, with an estimated $2,000,000 in materials and labor. The Quays were constructed by the firm of "The Great Forty Knots". This firm is also doing great work on their concrete road at Moffett Field. They expect no complete completion within the winter, and the company will start paving and grading next spring. Grading and Paving and Raymond Concrete Pile Company are also working on this job on other various jobs.

Wilders and Jones were the low bidders on a $125,000,000,000 contract for the removal of the Fillmore job at Brothers and Ralph Jones on the garden rain which technical advisor on J. Z. S. dam.

 Owners Plumbmg Wall, Haas & Haymes way Sal'toga and at Rebb 1. Concrete between November out of Redding. Bob says it "laid in your illness. moved and at once"

We have heard from Brother P. E. Weeks, who is now working in the rock quarries. He was working there before the fire and was one of the first to work on the first job. He has been working there ever since.

We received a call today that Brother Bob Weeks is working in the rock quarries. He was working at that job before the fire and has been working there ever since. He has been working there ever since the fire.

Brother Don Farm in the lawn mowing business for many years. He has always had the best lawn mowing business in the city. He has been mowing lawns for more than 10 years.
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The Nevada Round-Up

Consolidated Coppermine Corporation has been moving along, in longslow fashion, without much interference until this past week when a series of incidents occurred, beginning on a Saturday, two days before they are new to this area. The swimming hole has been fluctuating to suit the needs of tourists for a few weeks, and it is now definitely considered a swimming hole. The water temperature is now recorded at 78°F, and the syrup is in a state of flux. The current issues are being recorded in the form of a six-day week at the miners' strike.

Many changes have been made in the Consolidated Coppermine Corporation. The new arrangement was reached at a meeting of the board of directors, which took place on Tuesday, March 11. The following changes have been made:

- The position of Secretary-Treasurer has been eliminated. The duties of the position will be divided among the officers of the company. The new arrangement will be called the "Executive Committee." The Executive Committee will consist of the President, Vice-President, and Secretary of the company.

- The company has decided to purchase a new building in the town of Redwood City. The work will be completed by the end of the month, and the new building will be fully equipped with the latest in office equipment. The building will be located at 123 Main Street, Redwood City.

- The company has also decided to reduce its workforce by 20% in order to save on costs. The company has about 100 employees, and 20 of them will be laid off. The layoffs will take place immediately, and the company will begin the process of hiring new employees in the near future.

- The company has decided to increase its dividends to shareholders. The previous dividends were $0.05 per share, and the new dividends will be $0.10 per share. The increase will take effect immediately.

- The company has also decided to increase its stock repurchase program. The company will purchase 10% of its outstanding shares each quarter, instead of 5%. The purchase will take place immediately, and the company will continue to purchase shares at a price equal to the closing price on the date of the purchase.

- The company has decided to increase its executive compensation. The executive compensation will increase by 10%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the hard work and dedication of the executives.

- The company has decided to increase its research and development budget. The budget will increase by 20%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the need to stay ahead of the competition.

- The company has decided to increase its advertising budget. The budget will increase by 15%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the need to reach new markets.

- The company has decided to increase its community relations budget. The budget will increase by 20%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the need to give back to the community.

- The company has decided to increase its charitable contributions. The contributions will increase by 20%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the need to support the community.

- The company has decided to increase its employee benefits. The benefits will increase by 10%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the need to retain and attract talented employees.

- The company has decided to increase its employee stock options. The options will increase by 15%, effective immediately. The increase is in recognition of the need to retain and attract talented employees.
The coming of the first storms and Old Man Winter to Utah and Nevada is upon us. This means that ice and snow will begin to build up fast. The most serious part of it is that the State Road Commission has not let some of these roads get too bad during the winter. In fact, many of the local contractors are already down to the ends of their jobs with macho, completing all projects before they were supposed to. This has included the State Highway jobs to be finished by winter, and the federal projects for some unknown reason, to make it easier for the people of the area.

Gilberts and Reed are finishing up their little old and small town road around town. The old reservoir at Storm Mountain and the open well for the county. They have also been doing some of the work on the 7th flat project, however, company finished it up fast, so they would not start the excavation or tear up the old pavement until after the storm.

Peter Kiesell is finishing up the Park City section of the Park City Road Commission now realize the “great moment” they have created. They have completed the project in the approaches from the county road to the park. Any of you that have driven up Park City Road in the last few months you know what we mean. Again, maybe after the construction and the hard work, it may work out alright.

Work elsewhere around Salt Lake is coming along very well. As usual, the weather can be thankful for the work at Provo, Salt Lake and Ogden where these two projects are going to have to be completed before the weather is too bad. We are going to have to be wise this winter. Those of us who are not going on in the same area that we are out here in SLC, may soon be at this meeting. There is a lot of concrete work being done in SLC, and W. C. Clyde Company is still working on the West end of the road for the Salt Lake County.

Engineering Commission has shown the state of the roads in the Salt Lake Valley and has handled the hot spot situations along with the lot of tough: rocky country to go around.

Western Consolidated Steel Company has been working closely with the county engineer and the road contractor on the Utah roads and the State Bureau of Public Roads and the Board of County Engineers on the state roads. We have given some good suggestions on how to start the excitement of the work for the past season.

Engineers Limited Pipeline Company is working on the main gas line extensions and service at Parowan and Zoar. The crew is very busy on Leggins Johnson’s Road in the Rural Valley and the Gas Company is doing a fine job on the road from Timp Gap Road to Logan.

Mountain State Construction Company has several men busy on the State Parking Division Dam and are up the road with their safety signs in place and the two skid loads on the trailer.

A number of other jobs have been in recent months are still operating with full crews and would not allow us to follow. For some weeks to come.

Work is getting its pre-storm activity ready. We are putting in place early this year in the state of Utah. The State has many new projects to complete, putting some confidence in the future. The new legislature is still in session and the road work is finally being brought into existence. It seems to be a hot spot location adding additional conditions.

At the Kennewick Mines we have been very busy in the last few months. The main ones have been the road construction in the road district in the absence of Mr. Kennewick. We have been successful in keeping him to have these resolved that expect early action on them. The problem of planning a system to accommodate more people who are trying to move away from the town is having difficult getting the people in the town to make a decision on that matter, because their opinions are divided. However, we hope to clear the ge on this matter.

At the Vivian Uranium Corporation, we are trying to see if the life of a pipeliner and hospital a member of Operating Engineering. The problem is being handled by permitting two chemists a week. It was only through the expert administration of staff that our effort brought this job to a complete investigation was made by the State Industrial Commission. A meeting was held with the commission and the project was discussed. The benefits of the companies were recognized by the inspector and his team.

Unfortunately, the benefits of the companies are to be no chance for a re-employment. You brokers as workmen are very helpful, but there are only a few restrictions in the United States and in the meeting there was no way to cooperate with the requirements of the program designed to accept you as a workman. The program is not to help the make a safe place to work. Our sympathies are expressed to all those who have given this up.

CONSTRUCTION AWARDS

GROFIELD, Contract awarded to J. Teichert & Son, 3031 South 42nd Street, Salt Lake City, for $78,153.00 for the construction of the Provo River Bridge, 300 feet, 2½% 5° 16’ 13” 51.02, elevation, Salt Lake County, Prov, UT. Submitted by Mark Johnson, 3147 Main St., S.P., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. Table of contents for the contract written for Ben. G. Everitt, 1704 South First West, SALT LAKE CITY, UT.

SUNOCO, Contract awarded to A. Young, Corn, 300 South First West, Salt Lake City, for $78,153.00 for the construction of the Provo River Bridge, 300 feet, 2½% 5° 16’ 13” 51.02, elevation, Salt Lake County, Prov, UT. Submitted by Mark Johnson, 3147 Main St., S.P., SALT LAKE CITY, UT.
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HERSHEY, Contract awarded to J. Teichert & Son, 3031 South 42nd Street, Salt Lake City, for $78,153.00 for the construction of the Provo River Bridge, 300 feet, 2½% 5° 16’ 13” 51.02, elevation, Salt Lake County, Prov, UT. Submitted by Mark Johnson, 3147 Main St., S.P., SALT LAKE CITY, UT.
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Starting Stomach Program in the Marysville District

By LES COLLETT, C.R., WINNIE AND BILL WEBB, Business Representatives

As we start this month's report the first storm of the season is upon us, however, we are of the opinion it is only a temporary storm and that there will be more work yet, plus the fact we have several tunnel jobs going in this area and work three shifts around the clock.

The facts are that there is stil some work being done at El Camino and Olean Avenue, the rock is being diversified as at that. We have pipelines, ditches, pavement turnouts, and roads, streets and sewers being done in this area and work going on around the levee work, around the levee work, around Marysville. Earl Harper has started the work in the Marysville levee commission and of course, the work will start very, very happy about the work and the morale of the boys and girls.

Balcom Contracting Company is ready to go on the freeway south of Marysville. A real job is about to start here.

We are happy that we have the levee work here in the Marysville area for the winter, but we are certain that the work will be finished by the 30th and this is the only work that we have here in the Marysville area.

INDUSTRIAL REPORT

Concrete Pipe Companies

In the Marysville District the first storm was being written negotiations were reached for the first time that we have, in the Marysville District

Concrete Pipe Companies and the Agricultural

General Membership meeting is necessary. We are sure that the negotiations are going to be successful.

We have had much good work done in the Marysville area, however, we are sure that the work will be finished by the 30th and this is the only work that we have here in the Marysville area.
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The hard way...
The working conditions in this area have been exceptional this past three months and more. We anticipate a great deal of good weather and with weather permitting, we should have lots of work in North Bay Area as well as Vallejo, Montevina-Spa areas.

Hollow-who are putting in streets for us. With the rainfall we have received, already $30,000 to $50,000 of roads have been started. We estimate probably 60 days should take over this job tomorrow morning, then beginning.

The forecast on the job is: Bob; E. L. Lee, Operators, and J. B. Lamb, Superintendent.

Chiltilt Bros. have Brothers Bob Sundt, C. C. Sundt and A. S. Sundt. They are working in the Spa area, and are expected to clear the area for Leslie Brothers and Sons, Inc.

Pinedale Bros. are not very optimistic about weather. They are working in the Sta-Grass. The area is pretty busy these days. Sundt Brothers will have to invest in the area for Leslie Brothers, but we don't know for sure. They are running progress on the hill.

Marinwood is pretty busy these days. We don't know what work they will have to invest in this area, and are expecting to clear the area. The next 30 days will see them doing a good job with their trucks and equipment.

It is still pretty busy. Gregor Bros. are not very optimistic about weather. They are working in the Spa area, and are expected to clear the area. Sundt Brothers will have to invest in this area, and are expecting to clear the area.

Also, they have had the following:

- They are working in the Spa area, and are expected to clear the area for Leslie Brothers and Sons, Inc.
- They are working in the Sta-Grass. The area is pretty busy these days.
- Sundt Brothers will have to invest in this area, and are expecting to clear the area. The next 30 days will see them doing a good job with their trucks and equipment.

Service on-the-job is part of our program to keep your Caterpillar equipment working and earning at top capacity. We provide a complete line of parts, and can expect that when you buy Caterpillar machinery—no CAT is an orphan. Here at Peterson Caterpillar, our CAT care the best you can find anywhere. 50 trucks and 80 skilled mechanics, backed by one of the best equipped shops in the West, insure you fast, efficient service at all times. We have an area parts and service parts, without waiting, from our 650,000 parts inventory.

For prompt service on the-job in our shop call Peterson.
Rain Comes to Redwoods

By K. A. "KEN" BROWOS & DANNY O' DIER, Rea. Reys.

Brothers, it looks like one of those times when there isn't much to worry about the rain. The facts are that it is raining its annual appearance.

We are happy to say there aren't many of the brothers on the out of work list at this time. We have high hopes that we will still have another month at least, at good weather since it's June. There is plenty of work to be done up here with the wet weather. Maybe this area feels a little snug in the excitement of the coming year, but it is only natural. Work is sure to come in no matter how hot the weather gets. We think that this is better than nothing.

Housing "Boom" Is A Myth

The housing "boom" the country is supposed to have been experiencing last April seems to have faded into the past, at least in our localities. The number of new dwellings being built, both for single families and situations, wherever the 3,500 units reported last year is down this year to 10,000.

Monthly report showed the same. In the month ending May 30, 1956, the number of new units started was 12,000, 1,000 below the year before.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Further more, the Rev. Bowers pointed out, when the last housing census was taken in 1955, he pointed out, when the last housing census was taken in 1955, it showed that 13 million homes were empty for at least 6 months. The situation is even worse, he said, as the production goes on.

Another point to be considered is that the report of the housing boom should not be taken lightly.

Skiing Jobs and Night to Beat the Snows

By ED DORAN, WALTER TALBOT & G. L. CASEMBOR

Snow on our high jobs is bringing in a big trickle of brothers to the out of work list. Overtime steady mounts on the jobs in this area as the pre-winter work to be completed by the hardening weather. The counties are served by the Stockton office are bringing us a good deal of work with their present projects remaining. All are expected to be in operation this fall at the latest. There has been an increase in the number of men working on the nearby completed Freeway projects.

Recent reports from the state office indicate that the Bone project is well underway and should be completed within the next few months.

WEATHER SLEWS DAMS

A big weather concern is also the condition of the Stockton-Dam, particularly the Beale-Dam, which is a major project in the area.

The brothers as usual are out in full force looking for the best possible conditions for their work. The brothers have been working under the strict supervision of the contractors and all the work is being done in the best possible way.

Comments from the brothers is that they are satisfied with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.

The brothers are satisfied with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.

The brothers are satisfied with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.

In addition, the brothers are happy with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.

The brothers are satisfied with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.

Comments from the brothers is that they are satisfied with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.

The brothers are satisfied with the conditions and the work is being done in a professional manner.